
Minutes of Our Court Board Meeting April 13,2021 via Zoom
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Judith Jackson led the meeting.

The minutes from March 9,2021 were approved.

Finance committee report. Judith will confirm that Mascoma Bank will reimburse
the club for the improvements we have already paid for. We have enough money
to pay the $1,500 down payment for the windows and siding and will do that if
Mascoma will reimburse us from the loan. It will likely be at least a month before
we need to pay more for that project. Materials will be ordered and the project
scheduled. Susan will meet with Boynton Construction to add renovation of the
peak vent to our job.
If we take out a $150,000 20-year mortgage we will pay $900 a month instead of
our current $700 a month mortgage payment. We have enough income that we
can do the increase without raising yearly maintenance fees for now.
Judith has signed the commitment letter with Mascoma Bank for the mortgage.
Amy has reviewed our insurance policies and the finance committee had no
concerns.

Building and Grounds update. The scrubber has been repaired. The courts need to
be blown clear of fuzz more often and the green back curtains need to be cleaned.
Susan will review the reservations and ask the leaders of weekly groups to blow
and vacuum courts during the 15 minutes change over. We hope we can get many
groups to help and blow and vacuum at least twice a week. Susan will arrange
washing of the green curtains. We do not have hired cleaners for the courts now.
Mike and Carol Hartman and Ned Redpath have been running the washer and
doing some fuzz removal. Louise Hamlin and Gary Lenhart were also helping



remove fuzz. The board discussed that we will likely need to hire a court cleaner in
the future.

Covid discussion.  The Vermont guidelines have loosened as more people are
vaccinated.  If you are fully vaccinated (2 weeks after your last shot) you do not
have to quarantine if you come into Vermont whether resident or not. The board
interpreted this to mean we can allow fully vaccinated guests again. Lisa will
change the guidelines on the web site and Judith will change the reservation
system.
Not all of our players coming to the club are vaccinated yet. To protect them, we
will continue the requirement of masks while in the non-court areas and social
distancing.  Fully vaccinated parents of youth players may wait in the upstairs
viewing area.
The board voted unanimously to approve these changes.

We discussed the issue of pros teaching during prime time. This was allowed for
Jeff Wilson as he recruited new members for the club and court usage was lower
due to covid restrictions. Unfortunately, Jeff has moved and fortunately NH
members are returning and court use is almost at precovid levels. Xander is
teaching twice a week for a 3 hour slot during prime time, Only members may
take lessons. This agreement ends in May 2021 and no changes will be made now.

Several members have noted that non-members may access the members only
page. Lisa was unclear how this has happened. Steve Maker is a member who
consults on IT for businesses. Judith has asked him to review our web sites. Our
reservation site has improved and may be able to replace many of the current
web site functions. Lisa mentioned that USTA is developing a platform for
individual clubs to use.

The Tennis Committee suggested a social with playing and a cookout. May 23 at 4
PM was approved as a date for this. Most of the interaction can take place
outside.


